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About This Game

~ An International Affair ~

As a college student from New York, you have decided to broaden your horizons by spending a semester overseas in England.
You will be living and working in a student hostel with other young people from around the world. Will you find a new purpose
in life, or end up betrayed and heartbroken? Your choices determine the course of the plot in this romantic comedy visual novel.
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Features:

 Choice of male or female protagonist (renamable)

 Eight possible love interests to pursue
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 Date same-sex or opposite-sex characters as you prefer

 Romances have different outcomes based on your decisions

We look forward to welcoming you in London!
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Title: England Exchange
Genre: Casual, Indie
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Hanabira
Publisher:
Hanako Games
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One of the options to date is incredibly sexist and the game tries to play it off as "oh he's just caring" and it's highly annoying.
Most of the game is clicking through random scenes with any of the characters, it takes forever before you actually get to "date"
one of them and when you do, you still have those random scenes with other characters. So little of the game is spent on the
character you choose that when you get to the sex scene it feels sudden. The scene with Mark in particular is awkward, you and
him exchange "well" and stare at each other before your character says "Do you want to have sex with me?" and he says "Yeah
sure." The story's weak so definitely not worth the full price but probably not even worth a sale price because there are better
games for much less. I much preferred Cinderella Phenomenon (free!) or Let's Not Stay Friends. It seems like a crappier rip-off
of Roommates.. the game had a ight buildup . but the ending..... i will mark the spoilers (even though theres not much to spoil )
so i did the peggy path cause she was cute af it was all good  untiil she talked trash bout me after i was framed for robbery  but
thats not the worst part  after that it took her a week to be chill with me again and then i go back to newyork the next part is
crazy   when i get to new york it skips 6 years later in the future and me and peggy were togther going somewhere  it really
pisses me off how its such a big gap  also my i was never redemmed they all think im a robber it has big boy plot holes not only
with that  so i was very dissapointed with the ending i feel like i really waisted my time im not sure if its possible to get another
path with peg or not because shes like the only one i like kate is really STUPID . the indian chick is a jerk but she low key bad
also i was very heated when i was accused of that crime i mentioned early i really wanted my dude to go back to new york .  but
when he did i was sad  i really wished things could have played out better . big waste of time so far . i might try a diffrent path i
guess but peggy is best girl . 2/5 stars

. So overall, a good solid story, likeable but different characters and a decent amount of outcomes
A bit short in my opnion and skipped alot that could have been interesting to explore, (Not going into it, cause spoliers!)
Would have prefered more interaction but overall as I stated before, good.. Came for the boobs.
I got the boobs.. I'm actually surprised this game has such mixed opinions? I actually loved it alot, no strong qualms, which is
weird because I'm super stupid picky about my otomes man.

I think most people can agree that western otomes have almost always had quality writing, but have always looked ugly as hell
compared to Japanese otomes. THIS GAME THOUGH! No long am I looking at strange proportioned men, but handsome boys
like Mark who's hair I REALLY wish I had.

If I could put some ok hand emojis here I would, but I don't know if steam allows that, and I'm too lazy to go, and copy paste
any here. Point is, good game.

It's definitely a little reptitive at times, i click the skip ahead button though, and I'm shooting through the game with ease which
is VERY GOOD cause oh boy if I had to spend 10 minutes pressing skip ahead to get my romance on I'd be whining about that
for an hour, and maybe saying its not worth it (but mark is so worth it, c'mon, if ur gonna play for anyone play for Mark.)

An otome out rn that I think has some similarities to this game (meaning they'll prob attract near the same audience) would be
Dream Daddy, except the main character in this game is more bubbly, and shy than the dream daddy mc. When the male
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characters cheeks rosey up everytime he smiles.... I think I've found peace. FAIL! Don't bother. I spent the whole time clicking
through dialogue, was hardly able to make any choices to influence the storyline, which was sorely lacking. Also, the 'game' kept
trying to push females onto me. I'm hetro, deal with it.. Loved it, loved the choices I got, also loved teaching that gold digger a
lesson by screwing a guy instead and telling her I was already over it. Her reaction was a classic and I felt so damn good teaching
her a lesson. Just wish you had the chance to do this to Brendan as the female, I would have loved to teach that jerk a nice little
lesson. Don't like how pathetic the girl gets when she is in denial about him not giving a damn about her after he got into her
pants. Don't really blame him for been real jerky about it later when sleeping with the gold digger, the girl was being rather
creepy. She should have just been whatever and gone for someone better, like really. Then she is all jaded bout relationshps
once she gets home. It's really quite pathetic. My favourite relationship was definately Danny's route, male or female it didn't
matter, he was a great character, really well put together, one of the best I've seen in visual novel games and I've played a lot of
those. I replayed his route a few times, though I leant more towards the M/M relationships, just wish people would have more of
those in games, rather then overkilling with F/F relationships. I loved how you had so many options, people to choose from, they
were all pretty decent and unique characters, but Danny was still the best. c:
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I long for a sequel where the game continues as MC female who dates Mark and no other hoes, god I wish that were me. I was
fairly disappointed by this game. I was expecting more of a RPG element in the game, especially since when you're being
introduced the character, "Danny" literally tells you that it's up to you whether you're going to go partying, study, work, etc. That
turns out not to be the case, as you instead basically go through and decide who you want to ge together with in arbirtrary
interactions throughout the entire semester. I lost interest fairly early, and have to say I'm disappointed.. This was not a bad little
game. I actually cannot remember how this VN got into my game library. It is definitely not an original concept. You play a
male or female student that is going to go to England for a semester of college. Your character has of course, lived under a rock
for their entire life, so they are pretty clueless when it comes to relationships and well... everything else. Lucky for you, you get
thrown into a hostel full of good looking whippersnappers, and one old crotchety goat. There are many roads to take when it
comes to establishing a romantic relationship with any of the hostel college kids. Hell, you can even remain single and continue
your trek to being a 40 year old virgin. You also get thrown into a job to help pay your way. The male will get stuck working at a
pub and the female will work at a hotel cleaning rooms.

While you do get plenty of freedom in how you handle your relationships with people, you get no freedom in some of the big
events that happen in the story. That kind of irritates me due to one major event involving yourself. You get accused of doing
something which you of course, did not do. While eventually it does come to light as to what happened, no one even apologizes
to you for judging you and thinking that you were the equivalent of hardened dog crap.

Get past that little deal and it is a cute little story about a college kid who is trying to crawl out from under their rock and have a
bit of fun. Of course, how much fun they have is totally dependent upon you. While I do recommend this game, I really do not
think it is worth the 15 dollar price tag. If you see it on a good sale, I would nab it.. Not worth the price. Not many choices. I can
buy a kindle book for cheaper than this "game".. Was not erotic even with the patch. Was not pornographic or even close. Was
not a great story or even very interesting. The characters were mostly (totally) stereotypes. But I like it. Not sure why.. I really
with Steam would change it's rating system, this yes or no choice is really too limited. I have a hard time to say a clear
rommendation. The first run was awful, I got the worst trip. But 2nd and 3rd run were ok. The music is a bit... boring. The
characters seem at the same time extreme, all are a bit psychopathic, if you ask me.

Still, a bit too few choices, compared to other Dating Sims the choice of characters is not sooo good. If I had to give a number
rating I'd say 6.5 of 10. I got the game for 6 bucks, so for that reduced price I would say, it is ok to buy. Don't expect the
greatest Sim ever, but it surely was ok.. Updated review after playing this VN for approx. 1 hour (the rest of the time the
window was dangling in the background while I was actually doing something fun):

This is a piece of garbage. The story is boring, the content is lame, the dialogues are flat and uninspired, the characters are
predictable stereotypes, the few (!) choices you actually have to influence the story are plain stupid, and the visual quality is
worse than your averge Adobe Flash social game from the 90s. If you were to buy some untalented 2D artwork collection for
half the price of this "game", and started up your favorite "game development tool for utter newbies", you could produce the
same trash within one weekend.

(And by the way, I really don't care whether you like or dislike the opinion of other people, just don't expect me to actually read
your blabla below.). I love this game. It is so fun and feels genuine; the art is the best yet from this studio, and it is the flirty fun
I was looking for. The negative reviewers are a bunch of whiners without a clue. I <3 this and recommend it highly.

Oh and the soundtrack is super good. I often swap in my own music for games, but I stuck with the soundtrack for this one.
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